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“Anyone can do 
astronomy if it is 

clear.” 
 
 

with apologies to 

Olin Eggen 



“[Suntzeff] has an 
remarkable grasp of 

the obvious.” 
 Robert Kraft 

 



“See me! now!” 
 
Donald Kreps,  
Principal 
Redwood High School 
1968 



 
“If you really need this 
[maximum entropy] 
filter to make sense of 
your data, you data are 
****” 

Ron Bracewell 



“Students from our 
[physics] department 
do not go into 
astronomy. Astronomy 
is what failed 
physicists do.” 
 

Sandy Fetter, 1974 



1980 



“No one will 
remember if your 
speculation is 
wrong. But they 
will remember if 
your data are 
wrong.” 
 

Marc Aaronson 
1980 



“Suntzeff was my 
best postdoc who 
never worked for 
me.” 
 

George Wallerstein 
1981 



“There are only two 
numbers to measure in 
astronomy – H0 and 
q0.” 
 

Allan Sandage 1983 



“The only thing the 
younger astronomers 
want from the older 
astronomers is their 
finding charts.” 

 
Allan Sandage 1985 



“Frankly, the quality of 
the [Carnegie] Las 
Campanas fellows has 
been declining.” 
 

Allen Dressler 1985 



“Science is figuring out 
stuff, and not fooling 
yourself at the same 
time.” 
 

Richard Feynman 1984 



“Cerro Tololo? That’s a 
place where someone from 
Lick Observatory would 
go.” 
 

Paul Schechter 1986 



“Are you still here 
Suntzeff??” 
 

George Preston, 1987 



CTIO Bright SN Survey – 1986+ 



Calán/Tololo Survey 

29 Type Ia SNe 
BVI photometry + spectra 



“I’m not sure you are 
going to get tenure.” 
 

Mark Phillips 1991 



“Screw you, Bob!” 
 

Nicholas Suntzeff, 1992 



High-Z Supernova Survey - 1994 
April 1994: 

 
We would work for each 
team, on a six month 
rotation 

The intellectual leader 
would be first author. 
 





“I’d like you to meet Bruno 
Leibundgut. He is the 
Director of Science here at 
ESO, but he doesn’t look 
like it.” 
 
ESO Administrator, abt 2000 



“oopps…” 
 
 

Brian Schmidt 1995 



“This is really how 
you astronomers 
do photometry 
Nick??” 
 

Chris Stubbs 1997 



“You are an astronomer, 
so you don’t understand 
statistics.” 
 
“Never believe any 
theory that fits all the 
data, because some of 
the observations are 
always wrong.” 
 
Michael Turner 1998 



“You have fallen in with 
the Devil.” 
 
Allan Sandage ~1998 

The devil è 



“Nick is bit of a 
pessimist, like Eeyore in 
Winnie the Pooh.” 
 
Robert Kirshner 2002 



•  CTIO Bright Supernova Survey (3) 
–  1986-1996; Hamuy, Phillips, Suntzeff 

•  Calan/Tololo Survey (4) 
–  1989-1996; Hamuy, Maza, Phillips, Suntzeff 

•  High-Z Supernova Survey (19) 
–  1994-2002; Schmidt, Suntzeff, et al. 

•  ESSENCE (37) 
–  2002-2008; Stubbs,  PI  

•  DECSN (      ) 
–   2013+; Frieman et al. 

•  Carnegie Supernova Project I (8) 
–  2004-2009; Hamuy, Phillips, Co-PI 

•  Carnegie Supernova Project II (7) 
–  2010-2015; Phililps uber-PI 



“Oh, he [Sandage]  is 
just thinking about 
the Hubble 
constant.” 
 
Gustav Tammann 1984 





1957 



Dark Energy 

Dark energy is irrelevant to astronomy 



“There are only two 
numbers to measure in 
astronomy – H0 and 
q0. But there is lots of 
interesting astronomy 
that is needed to 
measure them.” 

 
Allan Sandage 1983 



“There are only two 
numbers to measure in 
cosmology – w0 and 
wa. But there is lots of 
interesting astronomy 
that is needed to 
measure them.” 
 

NBS 2016 


